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ABSTRACT

A modular structure may comprise multiple mechanical
linkages . The structure may undergo two -dimensional or
three -dimensional shape transformations, such as bending,
twisting , shearing , uniform scaling , and anisotropic scaling .
These shape transformations may be actuated by applying
force to one ormore specific locations in the structure . Each
of the linkages in the modular structure may comprise a
four-bar linkage . The exact shape transformation that the
structure undergoes may be determined by the type and
location of the linkages in the structure.
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR SHAPE

TRANSFORMATION OF MULTI -LINKAGE
STRUCTURE

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001 ] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi
sional Application No. 62 /727,407 filed Sep. 5 , 2018 ( the

“ Provisional" ) .

FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY

[0002] The present invention relates generally to mechani

cal linkages.

SUMMARY

[0003] In illustrative implementations of this invention , a
modular structure comprises multiple mechanical linkages .
The structure may undergo 2D or 3D shape transformations,
such as bending , twisting, shearing , uniform scaling , and
anisotropic scaling. These shape transformations may be
actuated by applying force (e.g., compressive force ) to one
or more specific locations in the structure.
[0004 ] Each of the linkages in the modular structure may
comprise a four -bar linkage. The exact 2D or 3D shape
transformation that the structure undergoes may be deter
mined by the type and location of the linkages in the
structure .
[0005 ] The linkages in a modular structure may comprise
a single type of linkage or may comprise multiple types of
linkages. For instance , the structure may include one or
more of what we call “ basic ” linkages, “ shear” linkages,
“ single -level uniform scaling ” linkages, “ twist” linkages,
“ bend ” linkages, “ bi- level uniform scaling” linkages, and
“ anisotropic scaling” linkages.
[0006 ] In some cases , the modular structure comprises a
spatial sequence (or chain ) of linkages. For instance , a chain
may comprise bend linkages and basic linkages that spatially
alternate , one after the other (e.g., bend linkage , basic
linkage, bend linkage , basic linkage ). This chain may
undergo 3D bending when force ( e.g., compressive force ) is
applied to certain locations in the chain . Likewise, a chain
may comprise twist linkages and basic linkages that spatially
alternate , one after the other ( e.g., twist linkage, basic
linkage, twist linkage , basic linkage ). This chain may
undergo 3D twisting when force (e.g., compressive force ) is
applied to certain location (s ) in the chain .
[0007 ] In some cases, the modular structure comprises an
array of linkages . For instance , a tessellated array of shear
linkages may change its overall shape in a manner that
comprises or resembles shearing, when force (e.g., compres
sive force ) is applied to certain location (s) in the chain .
Likewise, a tessellated array of single -level uniform scaling
(SLUS) linkages may change its overall shape in a manner
that comprises or resembles uniform scaling , when force
( e.g., compressive force ) is applied to certain location (s) in
the chain .
[0008 ] The modular structure as a whole may have up to
six degrees of freedom . For instance , the modular structure
may undergo a shape transformation that includes transla
tion in up to three Euclidean spatial dimensions and rotation
in up to three orthogonal planes .
[0009 ] This invention has many practical applications. For
instance , in some cases , the modular structure comprises
packaging that, when force is applied to it , either: (a )

changes shape to enclose a product or (b ) opens to reveal a
part of a robot and may perform complex , 2D or 3D robotic
movements (e.g., that involve twisting or bending ). In yet
other cases, the modular structure may comprise a large
scale kinetic surface, such as a shape -changing facade of a
building .
[0010] The position of the joints in the linkages may be
parametrically tuned , to achieve shape transformations that
may be precisely predicted and controlled . For instance, a
computer program may model 2D or 3D shape transforma
tions that will result from a particular assembly of linkages ,
depending on the type and spatial positions of the linkages
in the assembly.
[0011 ] A linkage may bemoved into many different spatial
configurations. In each of these configurations , the spatial
arrangement of the rigid links in the linkage, relative to each ,
may be different.
[0012 ] In some implementations, each joint in a linkage is
rotatable about one , two ,or three axes. For instance , in some
cases, a hinge joint: (a ) rotates about a longitudinal axis of
the hinge ; and (b ) also rotates in two orthogonal directions.
For example , in some cases, a hinge joint rotates about a
longitudinal axis of the hinge and also undergoes what we
call “ in -plane” rotation and “ out-plane ” rotation . The “ in
plane ” rotation of a joint of a linkage may be in a first plane
that is parallel to planar walls of a bar of the linkage , which
walls are adjacent to the joint. The " out-plane ” rotation of
the joint may be in a second plane that is perpendicular to the
first plane. In some cases, a joint is in practice slightly
flexible and undergoes strain in yet other rotational direc
tions .
[0013 ] In some cases , a wall of a rigid link of a linkage
rotates from (a ) a position in which the wall is aligned in a
direction normal to a reference plane , into (b ) positions in
which the wall is aligned in directions that are not normal to
a reference plane. For instance , in some cases, during a
shape transformation , a wall of a bar of the linkage is
initially vertically aligned and then becomes tilted . In some
other cases, each wall of a bar of the linkage is aligned in a
direction normal to a reference plane. For instance, in some
cases , each wall of a bar of the linkage is vertically aligned
(in a direction normal to a horizontal reference plane )
throughout a range of motion of the linkage .
[0014 ] In some cases, a linkage is structured in such a way
that, as the linkage undergoes a range ofmotion , two joints
in the linkage collide before crossing a diagonal line
between the other two joints in the linkage . In other cases,
a linkage is structured in such a way that, as the linkage
undergoes a range ofmotion , two joints in the linkage cross
a diagonal line between the other two joints in the linkage
without colliding.
[0015 ] In some cases, the linkage may be arranged in a
square shape. For instance, in some cases the rigid links of
a linkage are L -shaped and may be arranged in a square. In
other cases, the rigid links have an irregular or curved shape
that is not L -shaped , and the linkage does not have a square
shape at any point in its range of motion.
[0016 ] In somecases, two different linkages have identical
relative positions of joints throughout a range of motion ,
even though the shape of their rigid links is different.
[0017 ] The Summary and Abstract sections and the title of
this document: (a ) do not limit this invention ; (b ) are
intended only to give a general introduction to some illus
product inside . In other cases, the modular structure may be
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trative implementations of this invention ; (c ) do not describe
all of the details of this invention ; and (d ) merely describe
non -limiting examples of this invention . This invention may
be implemented in many other ways. Likewise, the Field of
Technology section is not limiting; instead it identifies , in a
general, non -exclusive manner, a field of technology to
which some implementations of this invention generally
relate .
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018 ] FIGS . 1A , 1B , 1C , 1D , 1E and 1F show a basic
linkage.

[ 0019 ] FIGS. 2A , 2B , 2C , 2D , 2E and 2F show a shear
linkage.
[ 0020 ] FIGS. 3A , 3B , 3C , 3D , 3E and 3F show a single
level uniform scaling linkage .
[0021 ] FIGS. 4A , 4B , and 4C show a twist linkage .
[0022 ] FIGS . 5A , 5B , and 5C show a bend linkage .
[ 0023] FIGS . 6A , 6B , 6C and 6D show a bi-level uniform
scaling linkage .
[0024 ] FIGS. 7A , 7B , 7C , 7D , 7E , 7F, and 76 show an
anisotropic scaling linkage .
[ 0025 ] FIGS. 8A and 8B show a multi-linkage structure
that bends.
[0026 ] FIGS. 9A and 9B show a multi - linkage structure
that twists .

[0027 ] FIGS. 10A , 10B and 10C show a multi- linkage
structure that shears .
[0028 ] FIGS. 11A , 11B and 11C show a multi- linkage

structure that uniformly scales.
[0029 ] FIGS. 12A , 12B , 12C and 12D show a tessellated
array of shear linkages.
[ 0030 ] FIGS. 13A , 13B , 13C and 13D show a tessellated

array of single -level uniform scaling linkages .
[0031 ] FIGS. 14A , 14B , 15A and 15B show linkages with
truncated corners .
[0032 ] FIGS. 16 , 17 and 18 show joint-matching linkages .
[0033 ] The above Figures are not necessarily drawn to
scale. The above Figures show illustrative implementations
of this invention , or provide information that relates to those
implementations. The examples shown in the above Figures
do not limit this invention. This invention may be imple
mented in many other ways .
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
General

[ 0034 ] In some cases, a modular structure may comprise a
single type of linkage or may comprise multiple types of
linkages . For instance , the structure may include one or
more of what we call “ basic ” linkages , “ shear” linkages ,
" single -level uniform scaling " linkages, “ twist” linkages ,
“ bend ” linkages, “ bi-level uniform scaling ” linkages , and
“ anisotropic scaling ” linkages. We shall now describe these
types of linkages .

Basic Linkage
[0035] As used herein , a “ basic linkage” means a four -bar

linkage, wherein : (a ) the linkage comprises four physical
hinges and four physical, rigid links; and (b ) in a configu
ration of the linkage, the four hinges are located atmidpoints
of four sides of a square , which square is defined by edges

of the rigid links. In some use scenarios, a basic linkage is
a planar linkage throughout at least part of its range of
motion .
[0036 ] FIGS . 1A - 1F show a basic linkage 100, in an
illustrative implementation of this invention . Basic linkage
100 is a four- bar linkage that comprises four rigid links 141,
142 , 143 , 144 and four hinges 101 , 102 , 103 , 104 .
[0037 ] Basic linkage 100 may change shape as relative
positions of its rigid links change . This is illustrated by the
sequence of FIGS. 1A - 1C and the sequence of FIGS. 1D - 1F ,
which show changes in configuration of basic linkage 100.

[0038] In the configuration of basic linkage 100 that is

shown in FIGS. 1A and 1D : (a ) a first square 130 is defined
by rigid links 141 , 142 , 143, 144 ; (b ) hinge 101 is located at
the midpoint of a first side of first square 130 ; (c ) hinge 102

is located at the midpointof a second side of first square 130 ;
(d ) hinge 103 is located at themidpoint of a third side of first
square 130; and (e ) hinge 104 is located at the midpoint of
a fourth side of first square 130 .
[0039 ] In the configuration of basic linkage 100 which is
shown in FIGS. 1A and 1C , hinges 101 , 102 , 103, 104 are
located at the vertices of a second square 190. This second
square 190 is a geometric square that is inscribed in the first

square 130 .
[0040 ] The rigid links 141 , 142 , 143, 144 of basic linkage
100 are identical to each other in shape . Each of these rigid
links 141 , 142 , 143 , 144 is L -shaped and includes two arms
of equal length . For instance : (a ) rigid link 141 includes a
first arm 171 and a second arm 172 ; and (b ) first arm 171 is
equal in length to second arm 172 .
[0041] The sequence of FIGS. 1A , 13 and 1C (in that
order ) and the sequence of FIGS . 1D , 1E and 1F (in that

order) show the basic linkage changing shape . In each case,
this shape transformation : (a ) may be actuated by compress
ing the array at certain point(s ); and (b ) may be reversed by
applying an opposite force . Here are two non - limiting
examples: ( 1) In FIG . 1A , this shape transformation may be
initiated by exerting force: (a ) on hinge 101 in direction 151;
(b ) on hinge 103 in direction 153 ; or (c ) on hinges 101 and
103 in directions 151 and 153, respectively . ( 2 ) In FIG . 1C ,

the reverse shape transformation may be initiated ,by exert
ing force: (a ) on hinge 101 in direction 161; (b ) on hinge 103
in direction 163 ; or (c ) on hinges 101 and 103 in directions
161 and 163, respectively .

Shear Linkage
[0042 ] As used herein , a “ shear linkage” means a four-bar
linkage , wherein : (a ) the linkage comprises four physical
hinges and four physical, rigid links ; and (b ) in a configu
ration of the linkage (i) a first square is defined by edges of
the rigid links, ( ii ) a second square is inscribed in the first
square, ( iii) the hinges are vertices of the second square, and
( iv ) none of the hinges are located at a midpoint of a side of
the first square. In some use scenarios, a shear linkage is a
planar linkage throughout at least part of its range ofmotion .
[0043 ] FIGS. 2A - 2F show a shear linkage 200 , in an
illustrative implementation of this invention . Shear linkage
200 is a four-bar linkage that comprises four rigid links 241 ,
242 , 243 , 244 and four hinges 201 , 202 , 203 , 204 .
[0044 ] Shear linkage 200 may change shape as relative
positions of its rigid links change . This is illustrated by the
sequence of FIGS. 2A - 2C and the sequence of FIGS. 2D - 2F ,

which show changes in configuration of shear linkage 200.
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[0045 ] In the configuration of shear linkage 200 shown in
FIGS. 2A and 2D : (a ) a first square 230 is defined by rigid

links 241 , 242 , 243, 244 ; (b ) a second square 290 is inscribed
in first square 230 ; (c ) hinges 201, 202, 203, 204 are vertices
of second square 290 ; and ( d ) hinges 201 , 202 , 203 , 204 are
each located at a point on a side of first square 230 , which
point is not the midpoint of the side. Specifically : (a ) a first
hinge 201 is located at a first vertex of second square 290
and at a point that is on , but is not the midpoint of, a first side
of the first square 230 ; (b ) a second hinge 202 is located at
a second vertex of second square 290 and at a point that is
on , but is not the midpoint of, a second side of first square
230 ; (c ) a third hinge 203 is located at a third vertex of
second square 290 and at a point that is on , but is not the
midpoint of, a third side of first square 230 , and (d ) a fourth
hinge 204 is located at a fourth vertex of second square 290
and at a point that is on ,but is not the midpoint of, a fourth
side of first square 230 .
[0046 ] The rigid links 241, 242 , 243 , 244 of shear linkage
200 are identical to each other in shape. Each of these rigid
links 241 , 242, 243 , 244 is L -shaped and includes two arms
of unequal length . For instance : ( a ) rigid link 241 includes
a first arm 271 and a second arm 272; and (b ) first arm 271
is shorter than second arm 272 .

[0047] The sequence of FIGS. 2A , 2B and 2C (in that
order ) and the sequence of FIGS. 2D , 2E and 2F ( in that
order ) show the shear linkage changing shape, by shearing.
In each case , this shearing : (a ) may be actuated by com
pressing the shear linkage atcertain point(s ); and (b ) may be
reversed by applying an opposite force . Here is a non
limiting example : In FIG . 2A , this shearingmay be initiated
by exerting force : (a ) on hinge 201 in direction 251; (b ) on
hinge 203 in direction 253 ; or (c ) on hinges 201 and 203 in
directions 251 and 253, respectively.
Single -Level Uniform Scaling Linkage

[0048 ] As used herein , a " single-level uniform scaling
linkage” or “ SLUS linkage” means a four-bar linkage ,
wherein : (a ) the linkage comprises four physical hinges and
four physical, rigid links; and (b ) in a configuration of the
linkage (i) a first square is defined by edges of the rigid links,
( ii ) a geometric rectangle which is not a square is inscribed
in the first square , and ( iii) the four hinges are located at
vertices of the rectangle. In some use scenarios, a SLUS
linkage is a planar linkage throughout at least part of its
range of motion .
[0049 ] FIGS. 3A -3F show a SLUS linkage 300 , in an
illustrative implementation of this invention . SLUS linkage
300 is a four-bar linkage that comprises four rigid links 341 ,
342, 343, 344 and four hinges 301, 302 , 303, 304 .
[0050 ] SLUS linkage 300 may change shape as relative
positions of its rigid links change. This is illustrated by the

sequence of FIGS. 3A -3C and the sequence of FIGS. 3D - 3F ,
which show changes in configuration of SLUS linkage 300.
[0051 ] In the configuration of SLUS linkage 300 shown in
FIGS. 3A and 3D : (a ) a square 330 is defined by rigid links
341 , 342, 343, 344 ; (b ) a geometric rectangle 390, which is
not a square , is inscribed in square 330 ; (c ) hinges 301 , 302 ,
303, 304 are vertices of rectangle 390 ; and (d ) hinges 301 ,
302, 303 and 304 are located on the first, second , third, and
fourth sides, respectively, of square 330 .
[0052 ] The rigid links 341 , 342 , 343, 344 of the SLUS
linkage are identical to each other in shape. Each of these
rigid links 341, 342 , 343, 344 is L -shaped and includes two

arms of equal length . For instance : (a ) rigid link 341
includes a first arm 371 and a second arm 372 ; and (b ) first
arm 371 is equal in length to the second arm 372 .
[0053] The sequence of FIGS. 3A , 3B and 3C ( in that
order ) and the sequence of FIGS. 3D , 3E and 3F ( in that
order ) show the SLUS linkage changing shape, by uniformly
scaling . In each case, this uniform scaling : (a ) may be
actuated by compressing the SLUS linkage at certain point
(s ); and (b ) may be reversed by applying an opposite force .
Here is a non - limiting example : In FIG . 3A , this uniform
scaling may be initiated by exerting force : (a ) on hinge 301
in direction 351 ; (b ) on hinge 303 in direction 353 ; or (c ) on
hinges 301 and 303 in directions 351 and 353 , respectively.
Twist Linkage
[0054 ] As used herein , a “ twist linkage ” means a four-bar
linkage, wherein : (a ) the linkage comprises four physical
joints and four physical, rigid links ; and (b ) in a configura
tion of the linkage (i) each of the four joints intersects a
midpoint of a side of a square, which square is defined by
edges of the rigid links, ( ii ) two of the four joints are each
rotatable about an axis that is perpendicular to a plane in
which the square is entirely located , and (iii ) the other two
of the four joints are each rotatable about an axis that has an
orthogonal projection , of non -zero length , onto the plane,
which projection is parallel to a side of the square .
[0055 ] FIGS. 4A -4C show a twist linkage 400, in an
illustrative implementation of this invention . Twist linkage
400 is a four- bar linkage that comprises four rigid links 441 ,
442 , 443 , 444 and four hinges 401, 402 , 403, 404 .
[0056 ] Twist linkage 400 may change shape as relative
positions of its rigid links change . This is illustrated by the
sequence of FIGS . 4A -4C , which shows changes in con
figuration of twist linkage 400.

[0057] In the configuration of twist linkage 400 shown in
FIG . 4A : (a ) a square 430 is defined by rigid links 441, 442,
443 , 444; (b ) joint 401 intersects the midpoint of a first side
421 of square 430 ; (c ) joint 402 intersects the midpoint of a
second side 422 of square 430 ; (d ) joint 403 intersects the
midpoint of a third side 423 of square 430 ; and (c ) joint 404
intersects the midpoint of a fourth side 424 of square 430 .
[0058 ] In the configuration of twist linkage 400 shown in
FIG . 4A : (a ) square 430 is located entirely in plane 480 ; (b )
joints 402 and 404 are located on opposite sides of square
430 ; (c ) joint 402 is rotatable about an axis 472 that is
perpendicular to plane 480 ; (d ) joint 404 is rotatable about
an axis 474 that is perpendicular to plane 480 ; (e ) joints 401

and 403 are located on opposite sides ofsquare 430 ; (f) joint
projection 481, of non - zero length , onto plane 480 , which

401 is rotatable about an axis 471 that has an orthogonal

projection 481 is parallel to the first side 421 of square 430 ;
and (g ) joint 403 is rotatable about an axis 473 that has an
orthogonal projection 483 , of non -zero length , onto plane
480 , which projection 483 is parallel to the third side 423 of
square 430 .

[0059 ] For instance , in FIG . 4A , if plane 480 is horizontal,
then : (a ) joints 402 and 404 are each rotatable about a
vertical axis; (b ) joint 401 is rotatable about non - vertical
axis 471 which is tilted in such a way that the horizontal
component of its tilt is parallel to the first side 421 of square
430 ; and (c ) joint 403 is rotatable aboutnon - vertical axis 473
which is tilted in such a way that the horizontal component
of its tilt is parallel to the third side 423 of square 430 .
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[0060 ] The rigid links 441, 442 , 443, 444 of twist linkage
400 are identical to each other in shape . Each of these rigid
links 441 , 442 , 443 , 444 is L -shaped and includes two arms
of equal length .
[0061] In some implementations, in a configuration of a
twist linkage: (a ) the twist linkage comprises four joints and
four rigid hinges; (b ) two joints in the twist linkage are each
rotatable about an axis that is vertical; and (c ) the other two
joints in the twist linkage are each neighbors of planar,
vertical walls of the twist linkage and are each rotatable
about an axis that is not vertical but that is parallel to these
planar, vertical walls . For instance, in the configuration of
twist linkage 400 shown in FIG . 4A : (a ) joint 401 is rotatable
about an axis 471 that is not vertical but that is parallel to
planar, vertical walls of side 421 ; (b ) joint 402 is rotatable
about an axis 472 that is vertical; (c ) joint 403 is rotatable
about an axis 473 that is not vertical but that is parallel to
planar, vertical walls of side 423 ; and (d ) joint 404 is
rotatable about an axis 474 that is vertical.
[0062] The sequence of FIGS. 4A , 4B and 4C (in that
order ) shows the twist linkage changing shape, by twisting.
This twisting : (a ) may be actuated by compressing the twist
linkage at certain point(s ); and (b ) may be reversed by
applying an opposite force . Here is a non - limiting example:
In FIG . 4A , this twisting may be initiated by exerting force :
(a ) on joint 401 in direction 451 ; (b ) on joint 403 in direction
453 ; or (c ) on joints 401 and 403 in directions 451 and 453 ,
respectively.

Bend Linkage
[ 0063] As used herein , a " bend linkage ” means a four- bar
linkage , wherein : (a ) the linkage comprises four physical
joints and four physical, rigid links ; and (b ) in a configura
tion of the linkage (i) each of the four joints intersects a
midpoint of a side of a square , which square is defined by
edges of the rigid links, ( ii ) two of the joints are each
rotatable about an axis that is perpendicular to a plane in
which the square is entirely located , and ( iii ) the other two
of the four joints are each rotatable about an axis that has an
orthogonal projection , of non -zero length , onto the plane ,
which projection is perpendicular to a side of the square.
[0064] FIGS. 5A -5C show a bend linkage 500, in an
illustrative implementation of this invention . Bend linkage
500 is a four-bar linkage that comprises four rigid links 541 ,
542, 543 , 544 and four hinges 501, 502 , 503 , 504 .
[0065 ] Bend linkage 500 may change shape as relative
positions of its rigid links change . This is illustrated by the
sequence of FIGS. 5A -5C , which shows changes in con
figuration of bend linkage 500 .
[0066 ] In the configuration of twist linkage 500 shown in
FIG . 5A : (a ) a square 530 is defined by rigid links 541, 542 ,
543 , 544 ; (b ) joint 501 intersects the midpoint of a first side
521 of square 530 ; (c ) joint 502 intersects the midpoint of a
second side 522 of square 530 ; (d ) joint 503 intersects the
midpoint of a third side 523 of square 530 ; and (e ) joint 504
intersects the midpoint of a fourth side 521 of square 530 .
[0067] In the configuration of twist linkage 500 shown in
FIG . 5A : (a ) square 530 is located entirely in plane 580 ; (b )
joints 502 and 504 are located on opposite sides of square
530 ; (c ) joint 502 is rotatable about an axis 572 that is
perpendicular to plane 580 ; (d ) joint 504 is rotatable about

an axis 574 that is perpendicular to plane 580 ; (e ) joints 501
and 503 are located on opposite sides of square 530 ; (f) joint

501 is rotatable about an axis 571 that has an orthogonal

projection 581, of non -zero length , onto plane 580, which
projection 581 is perpendicular to the first side 521 ofsquare
530 ; and (g ) joint 503 is rotatable about an axis 573 thathas
an orthogonal projection 583 , of non - zero length , onto plane
580 , which projection 583 is perpendicular to the third side
523 of square 530 .
[0068 ] For instance , in FIG .5A, if plane 580 is horizontal,

then : (a ) joints 502 and 504 are each rotatable about a
vertical axis ; (b ) joint 501 is rotatable about non -vertical
axis 571 which is tilted in such a way that the horizontal
component of its tilt is perpendicular to the first side 521 of
square 530 ; and (c ) joint 503 is rotatable about non -vertical

axis 573 which is tilted in such a way that the horizontal
component of its tilt is perpendicular to the third side 523 of

square 530 .
[0069] The rigid links 551, 542 , 543 , 544 of bend linkage
500 are identical to each other in shape. Each of these rigid
links 541 , 542 , 543 , 544 is L -shaped and includes two arms
of equal length .

[0070 ] In some cases, in a configuration of a bend linkage :

(a ) the bend linkage comprises four joints and four rigid
hinges ; (b ) two of the joints are rotatable about vertical axes ,
and (c ) the other two joints are each neighbors of planar,
non -vertical walls of the bend linkage and are each rotatable
about a non -vertical axis that is parallel to these planar,
non -vertical walls. For instance , in the configuration ofbend
linkage 500 shown in FIG . 5A : (a ) the planar walls of sides
522 and 524 are vertical; (b ) joints 502 and 504 are rotatable
about vertical axes 572 and 574, respectively; (c ) the planar
walls of sides 521 and 523 are not vertical ; (d ) joint 501 is
rotatable about an axis 571 that is not vertical but that is
parallel to planar, non -vertical walls of side 521; and (e )
joint 503 is rotatable about an axis 573 that is not verticalbut
that is parallel to planar, non -vertical walls of side 523 .
[0071] The sequence of FIGS. 5A , 5B and 5C ( in that
order ) shows the bend linkage changing shape , by bending .
This bending: (a ) may be actuated by compressing the bend
linkage at certain point(s); and (b ) may be reversed by
applying an opposite force . Here is a non - limiting example:
In FIG . 5A , this bending may be initiated by exerting force
on joint 503 in direction 553 .
Bi- Level Uniform Scaling Linkage
[0072 ] As used herein , a “ bi-level uniform scaling link
age ” or “ BLUS linkage” means a four-bar linkage, wherein :
(a ) the linkage comprises four physical hinges and four
physical, rigid links ; and (b ) in a configuration of the
linkage , (i) each of the hinges is rotatable about a vertical
axis, (ii ) a first pair of the hinges is located on a first vertical
level and a second pair of the hinges is located on a second
vertical level, ( iii) an orthogonal projection , unto a horizon
tal plane, of edges of the rigid links defines a square , and (iv )
orthogonal projections of the four hinges onto the horizontal
plane are each located at a midpoint of a side of the square.
[0073 ] FIGS. 6A -6D show a BLUS linkage 600 , in an
illustrative implementation of this invention . BLUS linkage
600 is a four-bar linkage that comprises four rigid links 641,
642 , 643, 644 and four hinges 601 , 602 , 603 , 604 .
[0074 ] BLUS linkage 600 may change shape as relative
positions of its rigid links change . This is illustrated by the
sequence of FIGS . 6A -6C , which shows changes in con
figuration of BLUS linkage 600.
[0075 ] In the configuration of BLUS linkage 600 that is
shown in FIG . 6A : (a ) hinges 601, 602 , 603, and 604 are
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rotatable about vertical axes 671 , 672 , 673 , and 674 , respec

tively ; (b ) a first pair of the hinges 602 , 603 is located on a
first vertical level632 and a second pair of the hinges 601,
604 is located on a second vertical level 631, (c ) an
orthogonal projection, unto a horizontal plane 633 , of edges
of the rigid links defines a square 630 , (d ) an orthogonal
projection of hinge 601 onto horizontal plane 633 is located
at midpoint 611 of a first side of square 630 , ( ) an
orthogonal projection of hinge 602 onto horizontal plane
633 is located at midpoint 612 of a second side of square
630, (f) an orthogonal projection of hinge 603 onto hori

zontal plane 633 is located at midpoint 613 of a third side of
square 630 , and ( g ) an orthogonal projection of hinge 604
onto horizontal plane 633 is located at midpoint 614 of a
fourth side of square 630 .
[0076 ] The rigid links 641, 642 ,643 ,644 of BLUS linkage
600 are identical to each other in shape. Each of these rigid
links 641 , 642 , 643 , 644 is L -shaped and includes two arms
of equal length .
[0077 ] The sequence of FIGS. 6A ,6B , 6C and 6D ( in that
order ) shows the BLUS linkage changing shape, by uni
formly scaling . This uniform scaling: ( a ) may be actuated by

compressing the BLUS linkage at certain point(s ); and (b )
may be reversed by applying an opposite force. Here is a
non - limiting example : In FIG . 6A , this uniform scaling may
be initiated by exerting force on hinge 601 in direction 651.

Anisotropic Scaling Linkage
[0078 ] As used herein , an " anisotropic scaling linkage "
means a four-bar linkage, wherein : (a ) the linkage comprises
four physical hinges and four physical, rigid links; (b ) the
four rigid links are identical in shape ; and (c ) each of the
rigid links comprises a vertex and two arms that meet at the
vertex , in such a way that the vertex and two arms form an
obtuse angle. In some use scenarios, an anisotropic scaling
linkage is a planar linkage throughout at least part of its
range of motion .
[0079 ] FIGS. 7A -7G show an anisotropic scaling linkage
700 , in an illustrative implementation of this invention .
Anisotropic scaling linkage 700 is a four-bar linkage that
comprises four rigid links 741, 742, 743 , 744 and four
hinges 701, 702, 703, 704 .
[ 0080 ] Anisotropic scaling linkage 700 may change shape
as relative positions of its rigid links change . This is illus
trated by the sequence of FIGS. 7A -7G , which shows
changes in configuration of anisotropic scaling linkage 700 .
[ 0081] In the configurations of anisotropic scaling linkage
700 that are shown in FIGS. 7A , 7D and 7E , a hexagon 730
is defined by rigid links 741, 742 , 743, 744 .
[0082 ] The rigid links 741, 742 , 743 , 744 of anisotropic
scaling linkage 700 are identical to each other in shape . Each
of these rigid links 741, 742 , 743 , 744 comprises a vertex
and two arms thatmeet at the vertex , in such a way that the
vertex and two arms form an obtuse angle . For instance (a )
rigid link 743 includes a vertex 773 and two arms771 , 772 ;
and (b ) the two arms 771, 772 meet at vertex 773 and form
obtuse angle B.
[0083 ] The sequence of FIGS. 7D , 7E, 7F and 76 ( in that

order) shows the anisotropic scaling linkage changing shape,
by scaling in an anisotropic manner . This anisotropic scal
ing : (a ) may be actuated by compressing the anisotropic
scaling linkage at certain point(s); and (b ) may be reversed
by applying an opposite force. Here is a non -limiting
example : In FIG . 7E , this anisotropic scaling may be con

tinued by exerting force: (a ) on hinge 701 in direction 751 ;
(b ) on hinge 703 in direction 753 ; or (c ) on hinges 701 and
703 in directions 751 and 753 , respectively .
[ 0084] The sequence of FIGS . 7A , 7B , and 7C (in that
order ) shows the anisotropic scaling linkage undergoing a
second shape transformation . Again , this shape transforma
tion : (a ) may be actuated by compressing the anisotropic
scaling linkage at certain point(s ); and (b ) may be reversed
by applying an opposite force .

Multi -Linkage Bending Structure
[0085] In some implementations , a structure : (a ) includes

bend linkages and other types of linkages; and (b ) bends
when force is applied to the structure at one or more specific
locations.

[0086 ] FIGS. 8A and 8B show a multi-linkage structure
800 that bends. In the configuration of structure 800 that is
shown in FIG . 8A , bend linkages alternate with basic
linkages along a spatial dimension . Specifically , structure
800 comprises a spatial sequence of a bend linkage 811,
basic linkage 812, bend linkage 813 , and basic linkage 814
in that order).

[0087] In structure 800, each pair of neighboring linkages
shares a hinge and two arms. For instance ,bend linkage 811
and basic linkage 812 : (a ) are neighbors; and (b ) share hinge
810 , arm 821, and arm 822. Each of the shared arms is part

of two rigid links .
[0088] In the sequence of FIGS. 8A and 8B (in that order ),

structure 800 changes shape , by bending . This bending : (a )
may be actuated by compressing structure 800 at certain
point(s ); and (b ) may be reversed by applying an opposite
force . Here is a non - limiting example : In FIG . 8A , this
bending may be initiated by exerting force : (a ) on hinge 801

in direction 851 ; (b ) on hinge 803 in direction 853 ; or (c ) on
hinges 801 and 803 in directions 851 and 853, respectively.
[0089 ] In FIGS. 8A and 8B , structure 800 comprises a
single chain of linkages .
[0090 ] Alternatively, a bendable, multi- link structure may

comprise a tessellated array of linkages. In each column of
the array, bend linkages may alternate with basic linkage
(e.g., bend linkage, basic linkage, bend linkage , basic link
age , and so on ). Likewise , in each column of the array, bend
linkages may alternate with basic linkage (e.g., bend link

age , basic linkage, bend linkage , basic linkage, and so on ).
In this array, each linkage may share hinges and arms (of
rigid links) with its neighboring linkages in the array.
Multi- Linkage Twisting Structure

[0091 ] In some implementations, a structure: (a ) includes
twist linkages and other types of linkages; and (b ) twists
when force is applied to the structure at one or more specific
locations.

[0092] FIGS. 9A and 9B show a multi -linkage structure

900 that twists. In the configuration of structure 900 that is
shown in FIG . 9A , twist linkages alternate with basic

linkages along a spatial dimension . Specifically , structure
900 comprises a spatial sequence of a twist linkage 911 ,

basic linkage 912 , twist linkage 913 , and basic linkage 914
( in that order).

[0093] In structure 900, each pair ofneighboring linkages

share a hinge and two arms. For instance , twist linkage 911
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and basic linkage 912 : (a ) are neighbors; and (b ) share hinge

910 , arm 921, and arm 922. Each of the shared arms is part
of two rigid links.

[0094 ] In the sequence of FIGS. 9A and 9B ( in that order),
structure 900 changes shape, by bending . This bending : (a )
may be actuated by compressing structure 900 at certain
point(s ); and (b ) may be reversed by applying an opposite
force. Here is a non -limiting example: In FIG . 9A , this
bending may be initiated by exerting force: (a ) on hinge 901
in direction 951; (b ) on hinge 903 in direction 953 ; or (c ) on
hinges 901 and 903 in directions 951 and 953 , respectively.
[0095 ] In FIGS. 9A and 9B , structure 900 comprises a
single chain of linkages .
[ 0096 ] Alternatively , a twistable, multi- link structure may
comprise a tessellated array of linkages. In each column of
the array, twist linkages may alternate with basic linkage
(e.g., twist linkage, basic linkage, twist linkage , basic link
age , and so on ). Likewise , in each column of the array, twist
linkages may alternate with basic linkage ( e.g. , twist link
age , basic linkage , twist linkage, basic linkage, and so on ).
In this array, each linkage may share hinges and arms (of
rigid links ) with its neighboring linkages in the array .
Tessellated Array of Shear Linkages
[0097] In some implementations: (a ) a structure comprises

a tessellated array of shear linkages; and (b ) the overall
shape of the structure shears when force is applied to the
structure at one or more specific locations.
[0098 ] FIGS. 10A - 10C show a tessellated array 1000 of
shear linkages. FIGS. 12A -12D show another tessellated
array 1200 of shear linkages . Array 1000 comprises four
shear linkages 1011 , 1012 , 1013, 1014. Array 1200 com
prises fifteen shear linkages .
[0099 ] In array 1000 and array 1200 , each pair of neigh
boring linkages shares a hinge and two arms. For instance ,
shear linkage 1011 and shear linkage 1012: (a ) are neigh
bors; and (b ) share hinge 1010 , arm 1021, and arm 1022 .
Each of these shared arms is part of two rigid links.
[0100 ] The sequence of FIGS . 10A , 10B and 10C ( in that
order ) shows the overall shape of array 1000 shearing .
Likewise, the sequence of FIGS. 12A , 12B , 12C and 12D in
that order ) shows the overall shape of array 1200 shearing.
In each case , this shearing : (a ) may be actuated by com
pressing the array at certain point(s) ; and (b ) may be
reversed by applying an opposite force . Here is a non
limiting example: In FIG . 10A , a shape transformation
(shearing ) may be initiated by pressing : (a ) hinge 1001 in
direction 1051 ; (b ) on hinge 1003 in direction 1053 ; or (c )
on hinges 1001 and 1003 in directions 1051 and 1053,
respectively .
Tessellated Array of Uniform Scaling Linkages
[0101] In some implementations : (a ) a structure comprises
a tessellated array of single -level uniform scaling (SLUS )

linkages; and ( b ) the overall shape of the structure uniformly
scales when force is applied to the structure at one or more

specific locations.

[0102] FIGS. 11A - 11C show a tessellated array 1100 of
SLUS linkages . FIGS. 13A - 13D show another tessellated
array 1300 of SLUS linkages . Array 1100 comprises four
SLUS linkages 1111, 1112 , 1113 , 1114. Array 1300 com
prises fifteen SLUS linkages.

[0103 ] In array 1100 and array 1300 , each pair of neigh
boring linkages shares a hinge and two arms. For instance ,
SLUS linkage 1111 and SLUS linkage 1112: (a ) are neigh
bors ; and (b ) share hinge 1110 , arm 1121 , and arm 1122 .
Each of these shared arms is part of two rigid links.
[0104] The sequence of FIGS. 11A , 11B and 11C ( in that
order ) shows the overall shape of array 1000 uniformly
scaling . Likewise, the sequence of FIGS. 13A , 13B , 13C ,
and 13D ( in that order ) shows the overall shape of array
1300 uniformly scaling . In each case, this uniform scaling :
(a ) may be actuated by compressing the array at certain
point (s ); and (b ) may be reversed by applying an opposite

force. Here is a non - limiting example: In FIG . 11A , a shape
transformation (uniformly scaling ) may be initiated by
pressing: (a) hinge 1101 in direction 1151; (b ) on hinge 1103
in direction 1153 ; or (c ) on hinges 1101 and 1103 in
directions 1151 and 1153, respectively .
Non -Square Linkages
[0105] This invention is not limited to square linkages.
[0106 ] In some implementations of this invention, a link
age is , in all configurations of the linkage , not square .
[0107 ] In FIGS. 14A , 14B , 15A and 15B , each linkage : (a )
has truncated corners ; and (b ) thus, in all configurations of
the linkage , is not square .
[0108 ] Likewise, in FIGS. 16 , 17 and 18, the rigid links
have curved or truncated corners . Thus , in FIGS. 16 , 17 and
18, the linkages cannot be moved into a configuration in
which the rigid links define a square .
[0109 ] FIGS. 14A and 14B show a tessellated array 1400
that comprises four linkages 1411 , 1412 , 1413 , 1414. These
four linkages 1411 , 1412 , 1413 , 1414 are the same as basic
linkages, except that the corners of their rigid links are
truncated . Put differently, these four linkages differ from a
basic link only in the shape of their rigid links , not in the
relative positions of their hinges .
[0110 ] FIGS. 15A and 15B show a tessellated array 1500
that comprises four linkages 1511 , 1512 , 1513 , 1514. These
four linkages 1511 , 1512 , 1513 , 1514 are the same as
single -level uniform scaling (SLUS) linkages, except that
the corners of their rigid links are truncated . Put differently,
these four linkages differ from a SLUS linkage only in the
shape of their rigid links, not in the relative positions of their
hinges .
[0111 ] In tessellated arrays 1400 and 1500 , each pair of
neighboring linkages shares a hinge and parts of two rigid
links.

[0112 ] The sequence of FIGS. 14A and 14B shows the
sequence of FIGS . 15A and 15B shows the overall shape of
array 1500 uniformly scaling . In each case, the shape
change: (a ) may be actuated by compressing the array at
certain point(s ); and (b ) may be reversed by applying an
opposite force .
overall shape of array 1400 changing shape . Likewise, the

Joint-Matching Linkages, Generally

[0113 ] In some alternative implementations of this inven

tion : (a ) a linkage does not have L -shaped links and is not
square in any configuration ; yet (b ) the linkage has over a
wide range ofmotion — the same relative positions of joints
as does one of the linkages discussed above (e.g., basic
linkage , bend linkage , twist linkage , SLUS linkage, BLUS
linkage , anisotropic scaling linkage ).
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Joint-Matching Basic Linkage
[0114 ] In some cases , a linkage has over a range of
motion — the same spatial arrangements of joints as does a
basic linkage .
[0115 ] As used herein , a “ joint-matching basic linkage ” or
" IM basic linkage” means a linkage that is structured in such
a way that the linkage has — throughout a substantial range
of its motion — the same relative positions of joints as does
a basic linkage .
[0116 ] As used herein , a “ substantial range of motion ”
means a range of motion in which an angle formed by two
rigid links (which are connected by a joint) changes by at
least twenty degrees .
[0117 ] FIG . 16 shows an example of a JM basic linkage
1600. The rigid links 1641, 1642 , 1643 , 1644 in JM basic
linkage 1600 are curved and do not, in any configuration ,
define a square. However , JM basic linkage 1600 has,
throughout a substantial range of its motion, the same
relative positions of joints as does a basic linkage .
[0118 ] JM basic linkage 1600 is a four-bar linkage that
comprises four rigid links 1641, 1642, 1643 , 1644 and four
hinges 1601, 1602 , 1603 , 1604. In some use scenarios, a JM
basic linkage is a planar linkage throughout at least part of
its range of motion .
[0119] In the configuration of basic linkage 1600 that is
shown in FIG . 16 : (a ) a first square 1630 would be defined
by straight corners 1631, 1632 , 1633, 1634 of rigid links
1641 , 1642 , 1643 , 1644 if the rigid links were L -shaped
( which they are not); (b ) hinge 1601 is located at the
midpoint of a first side of square 1630 ; (c ) hinge 1602 is
located at the midpoint of a second side of square 1630 ; (d )
hinge 1603 is located at the midpoint of a third side of square
1630 ; and (e ) hinge 1604 is located at the midpoint of a
fourth side of first square 1630 .
[0120 ] In FIG . 16 , the rigid links 1641 , 1642 , 1643, 1644
of the basic linkage are not L -shaped . However, the four
hinges 1601, 1602 , 1603, 1604 are in the same position ,
relative to each other, as if the rigid links were L -shaped
with straight corners 1631 , 1632 , 1633 , 1634 .
Joint-Matching Shear Linkage
[0121] In some implementations, a linkage has over a
range of motion — the same relative positions of joints as
does a shear linkage.
[0122] As used herein, a “ joint-matching shear linkage” or
" JM shear linkage” means a linkage that is structured in such
a way that the linkage has — throughout a substantial range
of its motion — the same relative positions of joints as does
a shear linkage.
[0123] FIG . 17 shows an example of a JM shear linkage
1700. The rigid links 1741 , 1742 , 1743 , 1744 in JM shear

linkage 1700 are curved and do not, in any configuration ,
define a square . However, JM shear linkage 1700 has,
throughout a substantial range of its motion , the same
relative positions of joints as does a shear linkage.
[0124 ] JM shear linkage 1700 is a four-bar linkage that
comprises four rigid links 1741, 1742, 1743, 1744 and four
hinges 1701 , 1702 , 1703 , 1704. In some use scenarios , a JM
shear linkage is a planar linkage throughout at least part of
its range of motion.
[0125 ] In the configuration of shear linkage 1700 that is
shown in FIG . 17: (a ) a first square 1730 would be defined
by straight corners 1731, 1732 , 1733, 1734 of rigid links

1741, 1742 , 1743, 1744 if the rigid links were L -shaped
(which they are not); (b ) a second square 1790 is inscribed
in first square 1730 ; ( c ) hinges 1701, 1702, 1703, 1704 are
vertices of second square 1790 ; and (d ) hinges 1701, 1702 ,
1703 , 1704 are each located at a point on a side of first
square 1730, which point is not the midpoint of the side.
Specifically : (a ) a first hinge 1701 is located at a first vertex

of second square 1790 and at a point that is on, but is not the
midpoint of, a first side of the first square 1730 ; (b ) a second
hinge 1702 is located at a second vertex of second square
1790 and at a point that is on , but is not the midpoint of, a
second side of first square 1730 ; (c ) a third hinge 1703 is
located at a third vertex of second square 1790 and at a point
that is on, but is not the midpoint of, a third side of first
square 1730 , and (d ) a fourth hinge 1704 is located at a
fourth vertex of second square 1790 and at a point that is on ,
but is not the midpoint of a fourth side of first square 1730 .
[0126 ] In FIG . 17 , the rigid links 1741 , 1742 , 1743, 1744
of the shear linkage are not L -shaped . However , the four
hinges 1701, 1702 , 1703 , 1704 are in the same position ,
relative to each other, as if the rigid links were L - shaped
with straight corners 1731, 1732 , 1733 , 1734 .

Joint-Matching , Single -Level Uniform Scaling Linkage
[0127] In some alternative implementations, a linkage
has over a range ofmotion — the samerelative positions of
joints as does a single-level uniform -scaling linkage (SLUS
linkage).
[0128 ] As used herein , a " joint-matching , single -level
uniform scaling linkage” or “ JM SLUS linkage” means a

linkage that is structured in such a way that the linkage
has — throughout a substantial range of its motion — the same
relative positions of joints as does a SLUS linkage.
[0129 ] FIG . 18 shows an example of a JM SLUS linkage
1800. The rigid links 1841, 1842 , 1843 , 1844 in JM SLUS
linkage 1800 are curved and do not, in any configuration ,
define a square . However , JM SLUS linkage 1800 has ,
throughout a substantial range of its motion , the same
relative positions of joints as does a SLUS linkage.
[0130 ] JM SLUS linkage 1800 is a four-bar linkage that
comprises four rigid links 1841, 1842 , 1843 , 1844 and four
hinges 1801, 1802 , 1803, 1804. In some use scenarios, a JM
SLUS linkage is a planar linkage throughout at least part of
its range of motion .
[0131] In the configuration of SLUS linkage 1800 that is
shown in FIG . 18 : (a ) a first square 1830 would be defined
by straight corners 1831, 1832 , 1833, 1834 of rigid links
1841, 1842, 1843, 1844 if the rigid links were L - shaped
( which they are not ); (b ) a geometric rectangle 1890, which
is not a square, is inscribed in square 1830 ; (c ) hinges 1801 ,
1802 , 1803 , 1804 are vertices of rectangle 1890 ; and (d )
hinges 1801 , 1802, 1803 and 1804 are located on the first,
second, third , and fourth sides , respectively , of square 1830 .
[0132 ] In FIG . 18 , the rigid links 1841 , 1842 , 1843, 1844
of the SLUS linkage are not L -shaped . However, the four
hinges 1801, 1802 , 1803 , 1804 are in the same position ,
relative to each other, as if the rigid links were L -shaped
with straight corners 1831 , 1832 , 1833, 1834 .
Other Joint-Matching Linkages

[0133] In some implementations, other joint -matching
linkages are employed , such as JM twist linkages , JM bend

linkages, JM BLUS linkages, and JM anisotropic scaling
linkages.
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[0134 ] As used herein , a “ joint-matching twist linkage ” or
" JM twist linkage” means a linkage that is structured in such
a way that the linkage has throughout a substantial range
of its motion — the same relative positions of joints as does
a twist linkage .
[0135 ] As used herein , a “ joint-matching bend linkage " or
" JM bend linkage” means a linkage that is structured in such
a way that the linkage has throughout a substantial range
of its motion — the same relative positions of joints as does
a bend linkage .
[0136 ] As used herein , a “ joint-matching, bi- level uniform

scaling linkage ” or “ JM BLUS linkage” means a linkage that
is structured in such a way that the linkage has— throughout
a substantial range of its motion — the same relative posi
tions of joints as does a BLUS linkage .
[ 0137 ] As used herein , a “ joint-matching anisotropic scal
ing linkage” or “ JM anisotropic scaling linkage” means a
linkage that is structured in such a way that the linkage
has — throughout a substantial range of its motion — the same

relative positions of joints as does an anisotropic scaling
linkage . In some use scenarios, a JM anisotropic scaling
linkage is a planar linkage throughout at least part of its

range of motion .

[0138 ] Joint-matching linkages may be combined to form
spatial sequence of JM bend linkage, JM basic linkage , JM
bend linkage and JM basic linkage ( in that order ) may be
configured to bend when compressive force is applied at
certain location (s ) in the structure. Furthermore, a structure
that comprises a spatial sequence of JM twist linkage, JM
basic linkage , JM twist linkage and JM basic linkage ( in that
larger structures . For instance , a structure that comprises a

linkage, JM twist linkage, JM bend linkage , JM BLUS

linkage , or JM anisotropic scaling linkage . For example , the
multi-link structure may include : ( a ) both bend linkages and
twist linkages; (b ) both shear linkages and bend linkages; (c )
both shear linkages and twist linkages; (d ) both SLUS
linkages and bend linkages; (e ) both SLUS linkages and
twist linkages; or (f) both SLUS linkages and shear linkages.
[0142 ] The exact 2D or 3D shape transformation that the
modular structure undergoesmay be determined by the type
and location of the linkages in the structure .
[0143 ] For instance , if the modular structure comprises a
chain or tessellated array of shear linkages or a chain or
tessellated array of JM shear linkages, then pressing on one
or more selected locations in the structure may cause the
overall shape of the structure to shear.
[0144 ] Likewise, if the modular structure comprises a
tessellated array of SLUS linkages or a tessellated array of
JM SLUS linkages, then pressing on one or more selected
locations in the structure may cause the overall shape of the
structure to uniformly scale .
[0145 ] Likewise, if the modular structure comprises a
tessellated array of BLUS linkages or a tessellated array of
JM BLUS linkages , then pressing on one or more selected
locations in the structure may cause the overall shape of the
structure to uniformly scale .
[0146 ] Likewise, if the modular structure comprises a
tessellated array of anisotropic scaling linkages or a tessel
lated array of JM anisotropic scaling linkages, then pressing
on one ormore selected locations in the structure may cause

the overall shape of the structure to scale in an anisotropic
[0147 ] Likewise, if the modular structure comprises a

order)may be configured to twist when compressive force is

manner .

tessellated array of JM shear linkages may change overall its
shape by shearing, when compressive force is applied at
certain location (s ) in the array. Also , a tessellated array of
JM SLUS linkages may change overall its shape by uni
formly scaling ,when compressive force is applied at certain
location (s) in the array .
Modular Combinations of Linkages

chain or tessellated array that includes basic linkages and
bend linkages, then pressing on one or more selected loca
tions in the structure may cause the overall shape of the
structure to undergo 3D bending .

applied at certain location (s) in the structure. Likewise, a

[0139 ] In illustrative implementations of this invention , a
modular structure comprises multiple mechanical linkages .
[0140 ] In some cases, the modular structure comprises
multiple linkages that are all a single type of linkage, which
single type is either : basic linkage, shear linkage , SLUS
linkage, twist linkage , bend linkage, BLUS linkage , aniso
tropic scaling linkage, JM basic linkage , JM shear linkage ,
JM SLUS linkage, JM twist linkage, JM bend linkage, JM
BLUS linkage , or JM anisotropic scaling linkage . For
instance , the structure may comprise : (a ) a tessellated array
of shear linkages; (b ) a tessellated array of SLUS linkages ;
(c ) a tessellated array of BLUS linkages ; (d ) a tessellated
array of anisotropic scaling linkages; (e ) a tessellated array
of JM shear linkages ; (f) a tessellated array of JM SLUS
linkages ; ( g ) a tessellated array of JM BLUS linkages; or (h )
a tessellated array of JM anisotropic scaling linkages.
[0141 ] In some cases , the modular structure comprises
multiple linkages that are from two or more different types
of linkages . For instance , the multiple linkages may include
linkages from two or more of the following types of link
ages : basic linkage, shear linkage , SLUS linkage, twist
linkage , bend linkage, BLUS linkage , anisotropic scaling
linkage, JM basic linkage, JM shear linkage, JM SLUS

[0148 ] Likewise, if the modular structure comprises a
chain or tessellated array that includes basic linkages and
twist linkages, then pressing on one or more selected loca
tions in the structure may cause the overall shape of the
structure to undergo 3D twisting .
[0149] Likewise , if the modular structure comprises a
chain or tessellated array that includes basic linkages, bend
linkages and twist linkages, then pressing on one or more
selected locations in the structure may cause the overall
shape of the structure to both bend and twist in three
dimensions .

[0150 ] Likewise , if the modular structure comprises a
chain or tessellated array that includes shear linkages and
bend linkages , then pressing on one or more selected loca
tions in the structure may cause the overall shape of the
structure to both shear and bend in three dimensions.
[0151 ] Likewise , if the modular structure comprises a
chain or tessellated array that includes shear linkages and
twist linkages , then pressing on one or more selected loca
tions in the structure may cause the overall shape of the
structure to both shear and twist in three dimensions .
[0152 ] Likewise, if the modular structure comprises a
chain or tessellated array that includes SLUS linkages and
bend linkages, then pressing on one or more selected loca
tions in the structure may cause the overall shape of the
structure to both uniformly scale and bend in three dimen
sions.
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[0153 ] Likewise , if the modular structure comprises a
chain or tessellated array that includes SLUS linkages and
twist linkages, then pressing on one or more selected loca
tions in the structure may cause the overall shape of the

structure to both uniformly scale and twist in three dimen

sions .

[ 0154 ] Likewise , if the modular structure comprises a
chain or tessellated array that includes SLUS linkages and
shear linkages, then pressing on one or more selected
locations in the structure may cause the overall shape of the
structure to both shear and uniformly scale .
Prototype

[0155 ] The following five paragraphs describe a prototype
[0156 ] In this prototype , each linkage is printed with a
Stratasys® Connex500 3D printer. The rigid link is fabri
cated with rigid polymer (VeroTM Series) and the hinge
comprises elastic polymer ( TangoTM Series ) or a rotary rigid
of this invention .

hinge (VeroTM Series ).
[ 0157] In this prototype , in some cases, rigid bars are
printed with VeroBlackTM and the hinges are printed as
elastic blocks with TangoBlackTM , so that the whole grid
structure appears identical at each position before compres
sion .
[0158 ] In this prototype, the hinge diameter is at least 1
mm .
[0159 ] In a test of this prototype , each test unit was printed
with VeroBlackTM Series material. The size of the unit was
3 by 3 cm . The wall thickness was 2 mm . The hinge
tolerances were 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 , 0.2 and 0.25 mm respec
tively.
[0160 ] In this prototype, the hinge tolerance is higher than
0.03 mm to avoid material fusing in the hinge during the
print.
[ 0161] The prototype described in the preceding five para
graphs is a non -limiting example of this invention . This
invention may be implemented in many different ways. For
instance, the rigid links and joints may comprise other
materials ( e.g., any polymer or metal ).
Tolerances

[0162] In illustrative implementations , the locations , dis
tances and directions that are described herein are subject to

manufacturing tolerances and to strain or displacement.
Likewise, the shape of a physical object that is described
herein may be subject to manufacturing tolerances and to
strain or displacement.
[0163] In some cases, if a physical feature ( e.g., a joint or
hinge) is described herein as being in a particular location
( e.g., at a vertex of a square ), then the physical feature may
be at the particular location ormay be within a first threshold
distance from the particular location . For instance , if the
physical feature is part of a linkage , then the first threshold
distance may be equal to one ten thousandth , one thou
sandth , one hundredth , or one tenth of the maximum dimen

particular distance plus or minus a second threshold dis
tance . For instance , if the physical feature is part of a
linkage , then the second threshold distance may be any
positive real number that is less than or equal to one ten
thousandth , one thousandth , one hundredth , or one tenth of
the maximum dimension of the linkage . Or, for instance , the
second threshold distancemay be any distance that is greater
than or equal to 0.5 micrometers and less than or equal to 0.5
centimeters .

[0165 ] In some cases, if a first thing is described herein as

being at a particular angle relative to a second thing , then the
first thing may be within a range of angles relative to the
second thing, where the range of angles consists ofall angles
that: (a ) are greater than or equal to the particular angle
minus a threshold angle; or (b ) are less than or equal to the
particular angle plus the threshold angle. For instance , the
threshold angle may be one degree, two degrees, three
degrees, four degrees, five degrees, or an angle that is greater

than zero degrees and less than ten degrees, or an angle that
is greater than zero degrees and less than fifteen degrees.
Definitions

[0166 ] The terms “ a ” and “ an ” , when modifying a noun ,
do not imply that only one of the noun exists. For example ,
a statement that “ an apple is hanging from a branch ”: (i)
does not imply that only one apple is hanging from the
branch ; (ii) is true if one apple is hanging from the branch ;
and ( iii) is true if multiple apples are hanging from the
branch .

[0167 ] “ Acute angle” means an angle that is greater than

zero degrees and less than 90 degrees .

[0168 ] As used herein , an “ angle ” formed by a first arm ,

a second arm and a vertex means an angle formed by (a ) a
longitudinal axis of the first arm , (b ) a longitudinal axis of
the second arm , and (c ) the vertex .

[0169 ] " Anisotropic scaling linkage " is defined above .
[0170 ] As used herein , an “ arm ” means a physical struc
ture: (a ) that has a length , width and height, the length being
greater than the width and being greater than the height; and
(b ) has a longitudinal axis along the length .
[0171 ] “ Basic linkage ” is defined above .
[0172 ] “ Bend linkage ” is defined above.
[0173 ] “ Bi-level uniform scaling linkage ” or “ BLUS link
age” is defined above .

[0174] The term " comprise" ( and grammatical variations

thereof) shall be construed as if followed by " without
limitation ” . If A comprises B , then A includes B and may
include other things .

[0175 ] As used herein , “ configuration ” of a linkagemeans
a spatial arrangement of the rigid links of the linkage relative
to each other . A “ configuration ” of a structure that comprises
multiple linkages means a spatial arrangement of the mul
tiple linkages and their component parts relative to each
other.
[0176 ] “ Defined Term ” means a term or phrase that is set
sion of the linkage . Or, for instance , the first threshold forth in quotation marks in this Definitions section .
distance may be any specific distance that is greater than or
[0177] To say that features “ define ” a specific shape means
equal to a micrometer and less than or equal to a centimeter. that a convex hull of the features has the specific shape . For
[0164 ] In some cases, if a physical feature ( e.g., a joint or instance , to say that rigid links " define ” a square means that
hinge ) is described herein as being at a particular distance a convex hull of the rigid links is a square.
from a specific object, then the physical feature may be at [0178 ] For an event to occur “ during ” a time period , it is
any distance (from the specific object ) that is equal to the not necessary that the event occur throughout the entire time
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period . For example , an event that occurs during only a
portion of a given time period occurs “ during " the given
time period .
[0179 ] The term “ e.g.” means for example .
[0180 ] The fact that an “ example" or multiple examples of
something are given does not imply that they are the only
instances of that thing . An example (or a group of examples )
is merely a non -exhaustive and non - limiting illustration .
[0181] Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise: (1 )
a phrase that includes a first” thing and “ a second ” thing
does not imply an order of the two things ( or that there are
only two of the things ); and (2 ) such a phrase is simply a way
of identifying the two things, respectively, so that they each
may be referred to later with specificity ( e.g., by referring to
" the first ” thing and “ the second” thing later). For example ,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise , if an equation

has a first term and a second term , then the equation may ( or
may not) have more than two terms, and the first term may
occur before or after the second term in the equation . A
phrase that includes a " third ” thing , a " fourth ” thing and so
on shall be construed in like manner.

[ 0182 ] “ For instance ” means for example .
[0183 ] To say a “ given ” X is simply a way of identifying
the X , such that the X may be referred to later with
specificity. To say a “ given ” X does not create any impli
cation regarding X. For example, to say a " given ” X does not
create any implication that X is a gift, assumption , or known
fact.

[0184 ] “ Herein ” means in this document, including text,
specification , claims, abstract, and drawings.
[0185 ] As used herein , “hinge” means a hinged joint.
[0186 ] As used herein : (1) “ implementation ” means an
implementation of this invention ; (2 ) “ embodiment” means
an embodiment of this invention ; (3 ) " case ” means an
implementation of this invention ; and (4 ) “ use scenario ”

means a use scenario of this invention .

[0187] The term “ include” (and grammatical variations

thereof) shall be construed as if followed by “ without

limitation ” .

[0188 ] “ Joint -matching anisotropic scaling linkage” or
“ JM anisotropic scaling linkage” is defined above.
[0189 ] “ Joint -matching basic linkage” or “ JM basic link
age ” is defined above.
[0190 ] " Joint-matching bend linkage” or “ JM bend link
age ” is defined above .
[ 0191] “ Joint-matching , bi-level uniform scaling linkage ”
or “ JM BLUS linkage” is defined above .
[0192 ] “ Joint-matching shear linkage” or “ JM shear link
age ” is defined above .
[0193] “ Joint-matching, single- level uniform scaling link
age” or “ JM SLUS linkage ” is defined above .

[0194 ] " Joint-matching twist linkage" or " JM twist link
age ” is defined above.
[0195 ] As used herein , “ linkage ” means a mechanical

linkage.
[0196 ] As used herein , to say that a linkage is “ L - shaped ”
means that the link comprises two arms that are attached to

each other and are perpendicular to each other. In some

cases, the two arms of an " L -shaped ” link are of equal
length . In other cases, the two arms of an “ L - shaped ” link
are not of equal length .
[0197 ] The “ maximum dimension " of an object means the
longest Euclidian distance between any two points on the
exterior surface of the object.

[0198 ] “ Multi-linkage structure ” means a structure that

comprises multiple four-bar linkages.
[0199 ] “ Obtuse angle ” means an angle that is greater than
90 degrees and less than 180 degrees.
[0200 ] Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise , " or"
means and/or. For example , A or B is true if A is true, or B
is true, or both A and B are true . Also , for example, a

calculation of A or B means a calculation of A , or a
calculation of B , or a calculation of A and B.

[0201] A parenthesis is simply to make text easier to read ,
by indicating a grouping of words. A parenthesis does not
mean
that the parenthetical material is optional or may be
ignored .
[0202] As used herein , to say that a linkage is “ planar”
means that a coordinate system may be selected such that
movement of the links and joints of the linkage, relative to
each other, occurs in only two Euclidean spatial dimensions
of the coordinate system .
[0203 ] Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise ,
" plane ” means a geometric plane .
[0204 ] As used herein , a “ rigid ” link means a link that has
Young's modulus of at least 1 GPa .
[0205 ] As used herein , the term “ set” does not include a
group with no elements.
[0206 ] “ Shear linkage” is defined above.
[0207 ] " Single - level uniform scaling linkage" or " SLUS
linkage” is defined above .
[0208 ] Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise ,
" some” means one or more .
[0209 ] As used herein , a “ subset” of a set consists of less
than all the elements of the set.
[0210 ] “ Substantial range of motion ” is defined above.
[0211 ] The term “ such as ” means for example .
[0212 ] “ 2D ” means two -dimensional.
[0213] “ 3D ” means three - dimensional.
[0214 ] To say that a machine - readable medium is “ tran
sitory ” means that the medium is a transitory signal, such as

an electromagnetic wave .
[0215 ] “ Twist linkage” is defined above.
[0216 ] “ Uniform scaling linkage” means a linkage that is
either: (a) a single -level uniform scaling linkage; or (b ) a
bi-level uniform scaling linkage.
[0217 ] Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise ,
whether a component of a four-bar linkage is " vertical " or

“ horizontal” is determined relative to a three - dimensional

Euclidean coordinate system that is local to the four -bar

linkage . However, whether a shape transformation by a
multi- linkage structure is 2D or 3D is determined relative to
a single, 3D Euclidean coordinate system that applies to at
least the entire multi-linkage structure .
[0218 ] Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise: (a )
“ square” means a geometric square , rather than a physical
object that is square ; and (b ) “ rectangle” means a geometric
rectangle , rather than a physical object that is rectangular. As
used herein , to say that X is " inscribed " in Y describes a
geometric relationship between X and Y , rather than a

physical inscription .
[0219] Except to the extent that the context clearly
requires otherwise, if steps in a method are described herein ,
then the method includes variations in which : ( 1 ) steps in the

method occur in any order or sequence , including any order
or sequence different than that described herein ; (2 ) any step
or steps in the method occur more than once ; (3 ) any two

steps occur the same number of times or a different number
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of times during the method ; ( 4 ) any combination of steps in
the method is done in parallel or serially ; (5 ) any step in the
method is performed iteratively ; (6 ) a given step in the
method is applied to the same thing each time that the given
step occurs or is applied to a different thing each time that
the given step occurs; (7) one or more steps occur simulta
neously ; or (8 ) the method includes other steps, in addition
to the steps described herein .
[0220 ] Headings are included herein merely to facilitate a
reader's navigation of this document.Aheading for a section
does not affect the meaning or scope of that section .
[0221] This Definitions section shall , in all cases, control
over and override any other definition of the Defined Terms.
The Applicant or Applicants are acting as his, her , its or their
own lexicographer with respect to the Defined Terms. For
example , the definitions of Defined Terms set forth in this
Definitions section override common usage and any external
dictionary. If a given term is explicitly or implicitly defined
in this document, then that definition shall be controlling,
and shall override any definition of the given term arising
from any source ( e.g., a dictionary or common usage ) that is
external to this document. If this document provides clari
fication regarding the meaning of a particular term , then that
clarification shall , to the extent applicable , override any
definition of the given term arising from any source (e.g., a
dictionary or common usage ) that is external to this docu
ment. Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise , any
definition or clarification herein of a term or phrase applies
to any grammatical variation of the term or phrase, taking
into account the difference in grammatical form . For
example, the grammatical variations include noun , verb ,
participle , adjective , and possessive forms, and different
declensions , and different tenses.
Variations

[0222] This invention may be implemented in many dif
ferent ways . Here are some non -limiting examples :
[0223 ] In some implementations, this invention is a physi
cal structure comprising a set ofmultiple linkages, wherein :
( a ) each linkage in the set touches at least one other linkage
in the set; and (b ) the set consists of at least two types of
four-bar linkages, which two types are in a group consisting
of basic linkages, shear linkages, uniform scaling linkages,
bend linkages , twist linkages , and anisotropic scaling link
ages. In some cases, the structure is configured to undergo
a three - dimensional shape transformation when force is
applied to one ormore parts of the structure . In some cases:
(a ) the structure is configured to undergo a three -dimen
sional shape transformation when force is applied to one or
more parts of the structure ; and (b ) the shape transformation
is reversible . In some cases, the set includes both basic
linkages and bend linkages. In some cases: (a ) the set
includes both basic linkages and bend linkages ; and (b ) each
bend linkage in the set touches at least one basic linkage in
the set. In some cases : (a ) the set includes both basic
linkages and bend linkages; (b ) each bend linkage in the set
touches at least one basic linkage in the set; and (c ) the
structure is configured to undergo three - dimensional bend
ing when force is applied to one or more parts of the
structure . In somecases, the set includes both basic linkages
and twist linkages. In some cases: (a ) the set includes both
basic linkages and twist linkages; and (b ) each twist linkage
in the set touches at least one basic linkage in the set. In
some cases: (a ) the set includes both basic linkages and twist

linkages ; (b ) each twist linkage in the set touches at least one

basic linkage in the set; and (c ) the structure is configured to
undergo three -dimensional twisting when force is applied to
one or more parts of the structure. In some cases, the
multiple linkages in the set are spatially arranged in a
tessellated array. In some cases, each linkage in the set
shares a joint in common with each of one or more other
linkages in the set. In some cases , each linkage in the set
shares, in common with each of one ormore other linkages
in the set: (a ) a joint, (b ) a part of a first rigid link ; and (c )
a part of a second rigid link . Each of the cases described
above in this paragraph is an example of the physical
structure described in the first sentence of this paragraph ,
and is also an example of an embodiment of this invention
that may be combined with other embodiments of this
invention .

[0224 ] In some implementations, this invention is a physi
cal structure comprising a set ofmultiple linkages, wherein :
(a ) each linkage in the set touches at least one other linkage
in the set; and (b ) the set consists of at least one type of
four-bar linkages, which at least one type is in a group
consisting of shear linkages, single -level uniform scaling
linkages, bi-level uniform scaling linkages, and anisotropic
scaling linkages . In some cases, the set comprises a tessel
lated array of shear linkages. In some cases, the set com
prises a tessellated array of single - level uniform scaling
linkages. In some cases, the set comprises a tessellated array
of bi- level uniform scaling linkages . In some cases , the set
comprises a tessellated array of anisotropic scaling linkages .
Each of the cases described above in this paragraph is an
example of the physical structure described in the first
sentence of this paragraph , and is also an example of an
embodiment of this invention that may be combined with
other embodiments of this invention .

[0225 ] In some implementations, this invention is a
method comprising applying pressure to one or more parts
of a structure and thereby causing the structure to undergo
a three -dimensional shape transformation , wherein : (a ) the
structure comprises a set of multiple linkages; (b ) each
linkage in the set touches at leastone other linkage in the set;
and (c ) the set consists of at least two types of four-bar
linkages, which two types are in a group consisting of basic
linkages, shear linkages, uniform scaling linkages, bend
linkages, twist linkages, and anisotropic scaling linkages . In
some cases: (a ) the set includes basic linkages and bend
linkages ; and (b ) the shape transformation comprises bend
ing in three dimensions. In some cases : (a ) the set includes
basic linkages and twist linkages; and (b ) the shape trans
formation comprises twisting in three dimensions. Each of
the cases described above in this paragraph is an example of
the method described in the first sentence of this paragraph,
and is also an example of an embodiment of this invention
that may be combined with other embodiments of this
invention .

[0226 ] Each description herein (or in the Provisional) of
any method , apparatus or system of this invention describes
a non - limiting example of this invention . This invention is
not limited to those examples, and may be implemented in
other ways.
[0227 ] Each description herein (or in the Provisional) of
any prototype of this invention describes a non-limiting
example of this invention. This invention is not limited to

those examples, and may be implemented in other ways.
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[0228 ] Each description herein (or in the Provisional) of

any implementation , embodiment or case of this invention
( or any use scenario for this invention ) describes a non
limiting example of this invention. This invention is not

limited to those examples , and may be implemented in other
[0229 ] Each Figure, diagram , schematic or drawing herein

ways .

( or in the Provisional ) that illustrates any feature of this
invention shows a non -limiting example of this invention .
This invention is not limited to those examples , and may be
implemented in other ways.
[ 0230 ] The above description ( including without limita
tion any attached drawings and figures) describes illustrative
implementations of the invention. However, the invention
may be implemented in other ways . The methods and
apparatus which are described herein are merely illustrative
applications of the principles of the invention . Other
arrangements,methods, modifications , and substitutions by
one of ordinary skill in the art are also within the scope of
the present invention . Numerous modificationsmaybemade
by those skilled in the art without departing from the scope
of the invention . Also , this invention includes without limi
tation each combination and permutation of one or more of
the items ( including any hardware , hardware components,
methods, processes, steps , software , algorithms, features ,
and technology) that are described herein .
What is claimed :
1. A physical structure comprising a set of multiple
linkages , wherein :
(a ) each linkage in the set touches at least one other
linkage in the set ; and
(b ) the set consists of at least two types of four-bar
linkages, which two types are in a group consisting of
basic linkages, shear linkages, uniform scaling link
ages, bend linkages, twist linkages , and anisotropic
scaling linkages.
2. The physical structure of claim 1, wherein the structure
is configured to undergo a three -dimensional shape trans
formation when force is applied to one or more parts of the
structure .
3. The physical structure of claim 1, wherein :
(a ) the structure is configured to undergo a three -dimen
sional shape transformation when force is applied to
one or more parts of the structure ; and
(b ) the shape transformation is reversible .

4. The physical structure of claim 1, wherein the set
includes both basic linkages and bend linkages.
5. The physical structure of claim 1, wherein :
(a ) the set includes both basic linkages and bend linkages;
and

(b ) each bend linkage in the set touches at least one basic
linkage in the set.
6. The physical structure of claim 1 , wherein :

(a ) the set includes both basic linkages and bend linkages;
(b ) each bend linkage in the set touches at least one basic
linkage in the set; and
(c ) the structure is configured to undergo three -dimen
sional bending when force is applied to one or more
parts of the structure .
7. The physical structure of claim 1, wherein the set
includes both basic linkages and twist linkages.

8. The physical structure of claim 1, wherein :
( a ) the set includes both basic linkages and twist linkages ;
and

(b ) each twist linkage in the set touches at least one basic
linkage in the set.
9. The physical structure of claim 1, wherein :

(a ) the set includes both basic linkages and twist linkages ;
(b ) each twist linkage in the set touches at least one basic
linkage in the set; and
(c ) the structure is configured to undergo three -dimen
sional twisting when force is applied to one or more
parts of the structure .
10. The physical structure of claim 1 ,wherein themultiple

linkages in the set are spatially arranged in a tessellated

array.

11. The physical structure of claim 1 , wherein each
linkage in the set shares a joint in common with each of one
or more other linkages in the set.
12. The physical structure of claim 1 , wherein each
linkage in the set shares, in common with each of one or
more other linkages in the set: (a ) a joint, (b ) a part of a first
rigid link ; and (c ) a part of a second rigid link .
13. A physical structure comprising a set of multiple
linkages, wherein :
(a ) each linkage in the set touches at least one other
linkage in the set ; and
(b ) the set consists of at least one type of four -bar
linkages, which at least one type is in a group consist
ing of shear linkages, single -level uniform scaling
linkages, bi-level uniform scaling linkages, and aniso
tropic scaling linkages .
14. The physical structure of claim 13 , wherein the set
comprises a tessellated array of shear linkages .
15. The physical structure of claim 13, wherein the set
comprises a tessellated array of single -level uniform scaling
linkages .
16. The physical structure of claim 13 , wherein the set

comprises
a tessellated array of bi-level uniform scaling
linkages .
17. The physical structure of claim 13 , wherein the set
comprises a tessellated array of anisotropic scaling linkages.
18. A method comprising applying pressure to one or
more parts of a structure and thereby causing the structure to
undergo a three -dimensional shape transformation , wherein :
(a ) the structure comprises a set of multiple linkages;
(b ) each linkage in the set touches at least one other
linkage in the set; and
( c ) the set consists of at least two types of four-bar
linkages, which two types are in a group consisting of
basic linkages, shear linkages, uniform scaling link
ages, bend linkages, twist linkages, and anisotropic
scaling linkages.
19. The method of claim 18 , wherein :

(a) the set includes basic linkages and bend linkages ; and
(b ) the shape transformation comprises bending in three
dimensions.
20. The method of claim 18 , wherein :

(a ) the set includes basic linkages and twist linkages; and
(b ) the shape transformation comprises twisting in three
dimensions.

